1 Two matching 1lb jars of light honey 1–Sue Bird, 2-Ken Gorman
2 Two matching 1lb jars of medium honey 1-Sue Bird, 2-Ken Gorman, 3-Libby Culshaw
3 Two matching 1lb jars of dark honey 1-Sue Bird
4 Two matching jars of crystallised honey 1-Ian Beaty, 2-Gunter Weber, 3-Tom Charge
5 Two matching jars of honey 1-Ken Gorman
6 One piece cut comb 1-Ken Gorman
7 One standard comb 1-Tom Charge, 2-Ken Gorman,3-Chris Jay, VHC-Sue Bird
8 Gift 1- Ken Gorman, 2-Ian Beaty
9 Six matching 1lb jars 1-Ian Beaty, 2-Ken Gorman
10 One section honey 1-Tom Charge
11 One 1lb jar painted black 2-Chris Jay
12 One cake beeswax 1-Ken Gorman, C-Libby Culshaw
13 not used this year
14 Six matching cakes beeswax 1-Mike Bensley, 2-Ken Gorman, 3-Libby Culshaw, VHC-Gunter Weber
15 Three beeswax candles 1-Ken Gorman, 3-Gunter Weber
16 Honey fruit cake 2-Libby Culshaw, 3-Chris Jay, VHC the Alexander Family
17 Plain honey cake 1- Chris Jay, 2-The Alexander Family
18 Honey fudge 1-The Alexander Family, 2-Chris Jay, 3-Tom Charge, VHC-Gunter Weber, HC-Libby Culshaw
19 Dry mead 1-Ken Gorman, 2-Nicola Smith, 3-Gunter Weber
20 Sweet mead 1- Ken Gorman
21 Honey Wine 1-Nicola Smith, 2-Ken Gorman
22 Craft item 1-Libby Culshaw, 2-The Alexander Family
23 Novice clear honey 1-Stephan Kinsey, 3-The Alexander Family
24 Novice crystallised honey 1-Stephan Kinsey
25 Cake of beeswax 1-Stephan Kinsey, 2-The Alexander Family
The Lady Chesham Cup – highest overall points in show – Ken Gorman
Stoke Road Apiary Shield – second overall highest- The Alexander Family
Clara Furness Award – highest points for wax & mead – Ken Gorman
Albert Toms Shield – highest points in honey classes – Ken Gorman
BW Apiary Cup – winner of Class 9 – Ian Beaty
Arthur Foreman Cup – Novice Classes – Stephan Kinsey
Certificate of merit, for the best exhibit in show Tom Charge for his section of honey comb
End of Show Comments from our Judge, Martin Buckle
I found myself writing even more comment slips than usual when I was judging the NBBKA honey show the other day. I
suppose this was because it means more to help our own club’s members. I do hope the notes were all taken in good
part because I do try to give helpful comments based on experience rather than blunt criticism.
Seeing so much of other people’s produce gives you plenty of chance to compare standards and puts things into a wider
perspective. So far this year I have judged the Essex, Kent, and Harrow shows and have Warwickshire, Northants,
Oxfordshire and The National to come. Some of North Bucks entries could hold their own in any of these shows that draw
on a bigger area, but there were a few bits of advice about improvements I felt able to offer.
There were one or two entries where I was sure the person had not read the article on our website about preparing for a
honey show but in the main the quality was very good and I was particularly pleased with the round section which was
well-nigh perfect.
Well done, everybody.
Martin
Association Honey. Most of this was sold at the Heritage Weekend and the Honey Show. The proceeds are ploughed
back into the Association to buy equipment. Thanks must go to those who untiringly look after the apiary, extract the
honey, bottle it, label it, sell it, buy equipment AND START ALL OVER AGAIN! Bob has proposed that we have a rota of
helpers next year so that the workload, learning experience and enjoyment is spread amongst our 40 plus members.
So bee ready!

Apiary Notes from Ken
Feeding should be complete by the end of September. The bees need time to invert the syrup (using enzymes that they
produce), reduce the moisture content, store and cap it.
Feed only in the evening to prevent excitement and robbing in the apiary. Reduce the size of entrances to several inches
and for a nucleus, even less. Put in an entrance block if you have one. Make sure that the hive is bee and wasp tight,
using foam rubber to close off any cracks and spaces between boxes. You will easily see these as wasps can be seen
exploring them. They will find any weakness in hive security. I remember feeding a colony which didn’t increase in
weight. Eventually I saw a very small gap at the end of the entrance block and one or two wasps going in and out. I
stuffed foam into the gap and within minutes there was a cloud of wasps trying to use that entry.
Assessing the weight of stores. I use a hand held spring balance, lifting each side of the hive in turn and adding the
two figures. A national hive on one brood chamber needs to be about 75 lbs in all, and a double brood chamber 95 lbs.
Of course, the weight of the roof makes a difference so take that into account. These weights ensure that the colony has
about 40 lbs of stores-enough to take it through to the following spring. If over wintering a nucleus, then it is not possible
to get that quantity of stores into the small colony and it will need supplementary feeding the following March.
Another and more reliable method of assessing the level of stores is to make a count of the frames during a colony
inspection in early September. A frame solid with stores holds between four and five pounds and less full frames, pro
rata. Bear in mind that some of the capped stores will be pollen.
Enough room for stores, brood and bees. The problem with colonies on single brood chambers in national hives and
more so in WBC hives, is that it is difficult to get the required amount of stores placed, in addition to the room being taken
up by the brood. Some beekeepers leave on a super, having removed the excluder. I am doing this with some colonies
this year. This is known as “a brood and a half”
Remember that you will not be able to extract honey for human consumption if it is contaminated with sugar syrup or has
been in contact with varroa treatments, if some of the capped stores remain the following spring. You will have no
alternative but to cut out the combs, melt them down and rewax.
Some sort of double brood chamber system is preferable, but two brood chambers of eleven combs is too large; it will
reduce your honey take and leave excessive amounts of honey-combs with solid slabs of honey, which the bees cannot
possibly use during the winter and spring. If the stores consist of rape or ivy honey, this will set rock hard and the bees
will find this very difficult to use in the depth of winter. This is why feeding with sugar syrup is a good management tool,
because it is a clean, carbohydrate food for the winter. The bees will have stored it towards the centre of the colony and
will be using it during the depth of winter.
Bee Craft are not increasing their prices for the third consecutive year. A year’s discounted subscription, delivered to
your door still stands at £19.80. At the moment they are looking at producing a digital version which they eventually hope
to be able to sell online, thus saving on postal charges. Members who subscribe to Bee Craft may contact the secretary
for a sample copy. Please contact Sue Jakeman secretary@bee-craft.com or Libby Culshaw for more information.

Forage
My bees are currently enjoying sedum and
a yellow daisy. Can anyone tell me its name?
There is still Himalayan balsam and hardy fuschia .
The ivy is just opening its flowers and is thick with
bees, flies and butterflies.

Queenie’s Kitchen
As there are plenty of pears about you may like to try this: Honey, Pear and Almond Flan
• Peel halve & core 3 pears.
• Simmer these in 7 fl oz red wine in which you have dissolved 2 tab honey & added the juice of a lemon. Allow
them to cool in the liquid.
•

Rub 4oz butter into 6oz plain flour until a fine breadcrumb consistency is reached.
Mix 2oz caster sugar with 1 large egg yolk until creamy.
Combine these two sets of ingredients to make a smooth pastry. Rest in refrigerator for at least half an hour.
Roll out the pastry & line an 8 inch flan ring with it.

•
•

Cream together 4oz honey & 4oz butter until light & fluffy. Beat 2 eggs & then beat them into the mixture.
Mix together 4oz ground almonds & ½ oz plain flour then fold this into the honey, butter & egg mixture. Pour this
into the pastry case, spreading evenly.
Bake at 180C (355F) for 30 minutes until cooked & golden in colour.

•
•

•
•

When all is quite cold, remove the pears from the liquor, pat them dry & place on top of the flan, thin ends
towards the centre.

•

To GLAZE – mix 1 tab cornflour with a little of the liquor. Bring the remainder of the liquor to the boil then add
the cornflour mix. Stir until the glaze thickens to a coating consistency & glistens. Allow to cool slightly before
before spooning the glaze over the pears & flan top. Allow the flan to cool completely before serving, either on
its own or with lightly whipped cream.

Buzz Words
Did you know…
• when feeding your bees it is recommended that you use cane sugar rather than beet sugar?
• a spoonful of honey in your bath gives you lovely soft skin, relieves aches and pains and helps to heal wounds
and lessen skin irritations. The effects should be noticed after a week.
Next Month’s Gathering is the Bucks County AGM. It is the turn of NBBKA to be the hosts. We will be in Rectory
Cottages Wednesday 15th October at 7.30 p.m. As hosts, the tradition is to provide a buffet and speaker. Already thirteen
people have offered to assist, mainly by being there (we need to put out tables & chairs, meet and greet, make tea &
coffee, serve a finger buffet, socialise, pack away) but also by bringing either a plate of savoury or sweet foods. We are
going to have a plant stall and Ken is laying out a table of chemical treatments, including oxalic acid which can be used in
the dead of winter, so that you can learn about simple systems for monitoring mite drop. Please try to come, your
presence is always welcome and if you can bring some food to share, please do. For advice on what to bring or how else
to help contact Libby 01908 375968 or laviniaculshaw@hotmail.com
After the business side of the meeting Peter Tomkins will give a talk “60 years of Beekeeping – Man and Bee”. Peter
started his career as apiarist for a mead making company. The rest of his working life was spent at Rothamsted
Research Laboratories where he was Scientific Assistant to the Head of Bee Dept., Dr Colin Butler. After a spell as
Apiary Assistant, Peter became Head Apiarist. Recently he has been involved with the development of detection systems
using sniffer bees. Peter’s knowledge of bees and bee scientists is vast! He is a very knowledgeable and entertaining
speaker and is highly regarded by all who
have listened to him.
Bee there or bee square!

If you would like to contribute to our Newsletter please contact Libby Culshaw
01908 375968 laviniaculshaw@hotmail.com

